It is with great pleasure that I have curated Computer Music Journal's 2014 Sound and Video Anthology. I decided upon a theme of distributed agency in digitally mediated performance. In particular, my interest here is to showcase a multiplicity of ways in which shared agency manifests between human performers, as well as between human and machine performers. The collection begins with "Part A: Distributed Composition"; this section presents audio/video documents that highlight five unique approaches to distributing and sharing expressive voices between composerperformers. In these works, the resulting compositional voice does not reside in one central location, but rather is a product of collective co-creation, at varying levels of spatial and temporal remove. This set includes a work by Chris Chafe and colleagues, wherein large-scale compositional qualities are influenced by global sea levels as well as by a live audience, resulting in a piece that is not only artful but consciousnessraising at the same time. In contrast to this "outsourcing" of the details of compositional form, the works by Pedro Rebelo and The Hub both present two very different takes on "network music": Rebelo's work defines a global feedback network whose sonic character and overall shape are the product of a large-scale interconnection of disparate acoustic spaces and performers, whereas The Hubthe fathers of "computer network music"-present us with a canonical example of their ever-groundbreaking approach to composing for shared, living network structures. The piece Notes: doi: 10 .1162/COMJ a 00274 Content: doi: 10.1162/COMJ x 00276 by CLOrk (the Concordia Laptop Orchestra) eschews the classically calculated and precise world of the laptop orchestra in favor of the messy and risky world of interdisciplinary improvisation. The result is a work whose shared agency is a product of listening for gestural engagement across forms (kinetic, sonic). Finally, Bill Hsu and Chris Burns present a piece that intersects this world of cross-media improvisation with shared control at the level of their interactive performance systems, resulting in a document that demonstrates the possible richness discovered when sharing gestures across media, between human performers, and with the system itself. This sharing of system-level gestural and compositional forms is the focus of "Part B: Musical Metacreation." This section highlights cutting-edge machine improvisation systems in performance with two top-level human improvisers: Paul Hession on drums and Finn Peters on flute and saxophone. Hearing these disparate systems at play with the same performer begins to hint at the stylistic differences of their composer-designers, as well as the virtuosic flexibility of the human players. In order to bring focus towards listening to these differences, I have decided that this section should be audio-only. Each of these excerpts comes from a single concert of the same name that took place at Cafe OTO in London in July 2014. The curation of this concert was the work of Ollie Bown, and so the excellent selection of the included systems is purely to his credit. Aside from being privileged to take part in the concert, from a curatorial point of view I simply had the good sense to incorporate these works into the in-progress curation of this collection, both because they fit so nicely with my chosen theme and because I could feel the strong improvisational musicianship on the evening of performance. I will leave the description of each system and piece for the program notes; taken as a whole, I feel that these works create an excellent counterpoint to Part A by virtue of their cohesion as well as a concentrated focus on both stylistic engagement and sonic gestural forms (as compared with the expansive and organic crossing of media and expressive types found within the first set). As a collection, I hope that you will find the diversity and quality of these works as compelling as I have, and that they might provide for a moment to reflect on the creative insights that may be gained when one "loosens the reins" on one's own artistic control, instead distributing it among a collective of listening and expressing performers, be they present or tele-present, musical beings or meta-musical machines.
Part A -Distributed Composition
Polartide-Chris Chafe
Polartide started as a project for the 2013 Venice Biennale Maldives Pavilion. A team of musicians and artists banded together at UC Berkeley's Center for New Media (bcnm.berkeley.edu) to create a sound marker that tracks sea water levels in coastal cities. A sound marker is an alarm of sorts that sounds out to all members of a community within earshot of a bell tower. The first version worked with simulated bells, and this version, Spillover, works with a live audience and a carillonneur.
The carillonneur plays a fixed score that is a "musification" of global sealevel data. The audience, using the Spillover Web app, controls the speed or tempo at which the carillonneur plays the score. The audience controls how fast the music plays from note to note, and metaphorically explores how our actions affect the rise of global sea water.
The 
Multiple Issues-The Hub
Multiple Issues is a composite video constructed of legacy video shots from video footage that Hub member Scot Gresham-Lancaster made onstage during various American and European performances over the last 25 years. The soundtrack-made from Hub pieces such as "WaxLips", "Stuck Note", etc.-drives the jump shot editing decided algorithmically with the Movie.Py python program set to trigger at various auditory thresholds. This editing technique reflects the egalitarian and cooperative nature of all Hub collaborations. The Hub, an American "computer network music" ensemble formed in 1986, consists of John Bischoff, Tim Perkis, Chris Brown, Scot GreshamLancaster, Mark Trayle, and Phil Stone. The Hub was the first live computer music band whose members are all designers and builders of their own hardware and software instruments.
The Hub grew from the League of Automatic Music Composers: John Bischoff, Tim Perkis, Jim Horton, and Rich Gold. Perkis and Bischoff modified their equipment for a performance at The Network Muse Festival in 1986 at The Lab in San Francisco. Instead of creating an ad hoc wired connection of computer interaction, they decided to use a hub-a general-purpose connection for network data. This was less failure-prone and enabled greater collaborations. The Hub was the first band to do a telematic performance, which took place in 1987 between the Clocktower and Experimental Intermedia venues in New York.
Because this work represents some of the earliest work in the context of the new live music practice of networked music performance, they have been cited as the archetypal network ensemble in computer music. The Hub's best-known piece, "Stuck Note" by Scot Gresham-Lancaster, has been covered by a number of network music bands, including the Milwaukee Laptop Orchestra (MiLO) and the Birmingham Laptop Ensemble (BiLE). They have collaborated with the Rova Saxophone Quartet, Nic Collins, Phil Niblock, and Alvin Curran. They currently perform around the world after a seven-year hiatus that ended in 2004.
Dancing with Laptops-CLOrk
Dancing with Laptops is an improvisatory collaboration between Concordia Laptop Orchestra (CLOrk) and the dance group Le Collab'Art de Steph B. Twenty laptopists and three dancers improvised freely without prescribed compositional or technological restrictions and without an assigned leader. This performance was a first in a series of interdisciplinary, non-hierarchical improvised performances designed to develop listening, dialogical, and performative skills in collaborative settings, which are typically democratic in the synchronous (performances) and the asynchronous (planning, realizing, researching) time frames. After two Dancing with Laptops rehearsals, CLOrk members decided to improvise in response to (rather than leading) the dancers. Though arguably a hierarchical entrance strategy, it proved to be effective in generating a conversational setting in which all participants had opportunities to lead or respond to others. The Concordia Laptop Orchestra (CLOrk) is an ensemble of 20-25 laptop performers that operates in the framework of a university course for electroacoustic music majors at Concordia University in Montreal. It was established by Eldad Tsabary in 2011 with a curriculum built around highly participatory planning, production, and realization of interdisciplinary and networked laptop orchestra performances, including collaborations with a symphonic orchestra, jazz and chamber ensembles, other laptop orchestras, dancers, VJs, actors, and various soloists. CLOrk performances are typically used as opportunities to investigate and explore new aesthetic, performative, conceptual, technological, social, and educational possibilities. Every performance serves as a research-creation platform for advancing the practice of digital music performance and our understanding thereof.
Xenoglossia/LeishmaniaBill Hsu (interactive animation), Christopher Burns (live electronics)
Xenoglossia/Leishmania is a structured audiovisual improvisation, utilizing live electronics and interactive animations. Video is projected on stage, above and behind the musicians. The musical and visual performances are highly interdependent, guided together through the actions of the performers, automated real-time analysis of the audio, and the exchange of networked messages between the audio and animation systems.
The Xenoglossia audio software facilitates high-level control of complex polyphonic output. The performer initiates multiple simultaneous generative processes, each with distinct gestural and textural content, then controls their continuation and development. The software provides the ability to alter and reshape the ongoing processes along dimensions including pitch, rhythm, timbre, and rate of evolution. The performer can also clone and reproduce the behavior of interesting sonorities and textures, and shape the large-scale form of the performance using tools that generate contrast, variation, and synchronization between processes.
Leishmania is an interactive animation environment that visually resembles colonies of single-cell organisms in a fluid substrate. Each cell-like component has hidden initial connections to and relationships with other components in the environment. The colonies evolve and "swim" through the substrate, based on a combination of colonial structure and inter-relationships and flows in the fluid substrate that might be initiated by gestural input. Protean, organic-looking shapes emerge and evolve in the system in a highly unpredictable manner; the colonies alternately congeal into relatively well-defined forms, or disperse into chaos. The system resembles an abstract painting environment; a gestural interface sets the fluid substrate in motion and influences the behavior of the colonies of cell-like components.
These two systems communicate with one another in a variety of ways. The animation is influenced by the real-time analysis of audio from Xenoglossia. High-level tempo, spectral, and other features are extracted and sent via Open Sound Control to the animation environment. Simple and overly obvious mappings of sound to visual parameters are avoided, but, as can be observed in the video clips provided later, the audio clearly affects the overall coherence and behavioral trends of the colonies.
The systems also exchange messages over a network interface. Xenoglossia conveys information about phrase-level timing and formal evolution to the animation environment. In turn, Leishmania sends visual descriptors regarding the density and position of cell clusters to Xenoglossia, influencing the rhythmic density, sonic character, and the coordination of audio layers. The result is a closed loop of high-level descriptive information between the two systems. Hence, we are improvising with our respective generative systems; in addition, each system monitors and is influenced by the behavior of the other. Christopher Burns is a composer and improviser developing innovative approaches to musical architecture. His work emphasizes trajectory, layering and intercutting a variety of audible processes to create intricate forms. The experience of density is also crucial to his music: His compositions, which often incorporate materials that pass by too quickly to be grasped in their entirety, present complex braids of simultaneous lines and textures. Several recent projects incorporate animation, choreography, and motion capture, integrating performance, sound, and visuals into a unified experience.
Bill Hsu
Burns' work as a music technology researcher shapes his work in both instrumental chamber music and electroacoustic sound. He writes improvisation software incorporating a variety of unusual user interfaces for musical performance and exploring the application and control of feedback for complex and unpredictable sonic behavior. In the instrumental domain, he uses algorithmic procedures to create distinctive pitch and rhythmic structures and elaborate them through time. Burns is also an avid archaeologist of electroacoustic music, creating and performing new digital realizations of music by Cage, Ligeti, Lucier, Stockhausen, and others. 
Part B -Musical Metacreation
Curator's Note The "musical metacreation" concert event was recorded by Cafe OTO, and received funding from the Design Lab at the University of Sydney. It was further supported by NIME 2014 (Goldsmiths) as a satellite event, which fed into a musical metacreation workshop presented at NIME by Brown, Eigenfeldt, and Philippe Pasquier. -Eric Lumbleau of Mutant Sounds, quoted online at www.theawl.com/2012/11/ the-rise-and-fall-of-obscure-musicblogs-a-roundtable. The piece employs a computer model of a penguin, some cellular automata, and analysisdriven concatenative synthesis to manifest and interrogate this mal d'archive.
Paul Hession-drums

The Indifference Engine versus Paul Hession (software by Arne Eigenfeldt)
My software is often built around the concept of negotiation, in which virtual musical agents attempt to come to some understanding in terms of what they want to achieve musically, and how they try to get there. This can be translated into the notion of desires and intentions. In this particular work, the virtual agents have to deal with a Paul Hession, who has his own desires and intentions, unknown to them. The agents must decide whether to try to follow the live performer, or continue with their own plans.
To make things more complicated, each agent is given only a short "view" of the outside world (a quarter second, every two seconds) in order to form their individual beliefs of what the performer is doing. Since these beliefs will often be contradictory, the agents end up spending a lot of time arguing, resulting in the occasional indifference to the live performer. 
Paul Hession-drums, Doug Van Nort-FILTER system
Zamyatin (software by Oliver Brown) with Finn Peters (sax)
Zamyatin is part of an ongoing study into software systems that act in performance contexts with autonomous qualities. The system comprises an audio analysis layer, an inner control system exhibiting a form of complex dynamical behavior, and a set of "composed" output modules that respond to the patterned output from the dynamical system. The inner systems consists of a bespoke "Decision Tree" that is built to feed back on itself, maintaining both a responsive behavior to the outside world and a generative behavior, driven by its own internal activity. The system has been evolved using a database of previous work by the performer, to find interesting degrees of interaction between this responsivity and internal generativity. Its output is "sonified" through different output modules, mini generative algorithms composed by the author. Zamyatin's name derives from the Russian author whose dystopian vision included machines for systematic composition that removed the savagery of human performance from music. Did he ever imagine the computer music free-improv of the early 21st century?
Finn Peters-sax, Nick Collins-FinnSystem
This is the second outing for FinnSystem, a live musical agent originally born on 14 April 2012. The agent was educated on a corpus of Finn Peters' sax and flute playing. While Finn will have developed new techniques in the intervening two years, the system remains frozen on an earlier version of himself; so Finn will be encountering the agent at an interesting remove via a previous iteration of himself.
Finn Peters-sax, Shlomo Dubnov and Greg Surges-software
This work explores a novel type of interaction between a live musician and a computer that was pre-trained to improvise on a known, different piece of music. While each partner in the human-machine duo is free to improvise on its own materials, they both listen to each other, coming in and out of sync and creating a human-machine musical dialog in a dynamic and often unexpected mechanically driven plot. This piece is the next step in the development of the Audio Oracle method that adds a "listening" component to the improvisation process. The Audio Oracle analyses repetitions in music and uses them to create variations in the same style. Moreover, during the improvisation, the computer tries to match its choice of improvisation materials to those of the live musician. From time to time, the computer also imitates the live musician by mirroring the ambiguity of his or her style, thus altering between sections of contrasting dialog and a machine-augmented "imitative" solo performance.
[This work is based on research on stylistic modeling carried out by Gerard Assayag and Shlomo Dubnov and on research on improvisation with the computer by G. Assayag, M. Chemillier, G. Bloch, and Arshia Cont (aka the OMax Brothers) in the Music Representations Group at l'Institut de Recherche et Coordination Acoustique/Musique (IRCAM).]
piano prosthesis-Michael Young
This is one of a developing series of duos for a human and a machine performer. Both "musicians" adapt to each other through mutual listening (i.e., via audio only) and response as the performance develops. The human's improvisation is encoded by the computer through statistical analysis of extracted features and by cataloguing these in real time. Each observation made by the computer is assigned to a set of musical output behaviors. Recurring features of the player's improvisation can then be recognized by the computer. The machine "expresses" this recognition by developing, and modifying, its own musical output, just as another player might.
Finn Peters/Paul Hession/the Matt Yee-King simulator
The Matthew Yee-King simulator attempts to model and reproduce the improvisational behavior of Matthew Yee-King. The performance begins with the real Matthew manipulating two sampling machines and a set of effects implemented in the SuperCollider environment, controlled via an Akai MPD24 MIDI controller. A probabilistic model of the sequence of control data he generates is built in real time. When Matthew is satisfied that he has demonstrated a range of interesting and appropriate control data patterns to the system, he flicks the system to "generate" mode and steps away. The model is then used to autonomously control the samplers and effects for the rest of the performance.
Part B Bios
Paul Hession (drums) was born in Leeds in 1956. He took up drumming at the age of 15 and since then has played and broadcast in many European and Scandinavian countries as well as Argentina, Mexico, Cuba, the USA, and Canada. He has played with many of the major figures 
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Spectrum for change in the mass from 0 to 1 (at time t = 2) and back to 0 (at time t = 13). The ordering of the frequencies is affected when the mass is varied around small values. The behavior of the momentum distribution is chaotic when the mass is near zero, and it is very organized and similar to a sawtooth signal when the mass is near one. (Please refer to Figure 15 .)
Sound Synthesis with Auditory Distortion
Products-Gary S. Kendall, Christopher Haworth, and Rodrigo F. Cadiz
Please see the article's appendix for description of the provided examples.
